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Does normal exist?
I keep hearing people say: "I'll be glad when things

get back to normal", and it got me thinking [well, what
counts as thinking for me].

What is normal? Does it exist? Is it just a transient
state?

I though I would find a definition; normally I used to
look it up in a physical book, now normally I type it into a
computer or speak it to my phone.

One computer dictionary defines it as: "conforming
to a standard; usual, typical, or expected". Which just
confirms my view.

Amateur filmmakers [well us older ones anyway]
would normally put a spool of 8mm film in a camera, run
it through, take it out, turn it over, run the other side,
take it out and post it off, wait a couple of weeks, set up
a projector and screen, then view our masterpiece.

Then normal changed to Super 8mm, massive VHS
tape cameras, smaller tape cameras, digital tape
cameras, digital card cameras and streaming cameras. It
wasn't normal for people on lower incomes to own this
equipment. The current normal is for almost every
person over the age of ten to carry a 4K video camera
with them at all times.

Clubs
With regard to video, camera and other special

interest clubs, is was normal to meet up in person in a
building. Our new normal is to meet virtually via
platforms such as Zoom. This current normal would have
been thought of as barmy 18 months ago. But, it has
shown many benefits in not having to travel to and from,
being able to join in and have guest speakers from
anywhere in the world.

So will we all go back to the previous normal. Possibly
not, and definitely not for at least one club.

Teign Film Makers have made the decision that their
next normal will be a combination of both physical and
virtual meetings. With physical meetings being reduced
to once a month [with the bonus of saving money on
room rental] and virtual meetings on all other weeks.
This may be a temporary normal to see how things go
before deciding on their next normal!

It's been normal for filmmaker clubs to be on the
decline but for Teign, with their foresight and great
management team, it's now normal to see an increase in
membership.

Funerals
It was normal for friends and family to travel very

long distances to attend the funeral of a loved one,
sometimes out of duty rather than desire. It's now
normal for a smaller, close and near family gathering,
with everyone else being able to watch via a video link.

Perhaps this new video streaming will become part of
the normal when this pandemic is over. If we can get over
the “guilt” of not attending a funeral in person it could
have benefits.

Working lives
Our previous normal dictated that we had to be in a

place of work, one place where the boss could keep an
eye on us. Currently, it's normal for some people to work

remotely from home. Some have realised that they don't
have to live in or commute to big cities to earn a living.
Cutting out a lengthy commute has it's time, cost and
environmental benefits.

Some have even sold their tiny London flats and
moved to the west country to buy much bigger
properties, and had change out of the proceeds from the
sale. They may be in for a shock when they find out
Internet broadband can be patchy down here!

That has changed another normal. Young people
normally used to buy or rent a dwelling in their home
town. Now, normally, they can't afford to, as the
"townies" from up country have inflated the house prices.

Training
Training that was normally done face to face is

moving online. For the trainer there’s a big disadvantage
in not being able to see the participants, and have a much
betting understanding of their body language and if they
are actively listening.

Companies can save a fortune in room rental,
refreshments and staff travelling costs. The participants
can sit in their PJ's if they want and switch off their videos
when they are asleep. If they don’t actively participate it
is their loss. This may seem harsh, but I believe that the
benefits out way the disadvantages.

I provide business and life coaching services to a large
organisation which is now normally delivered on line. I'd
prefer it if this normal stayed. I don't have to travel to a
venue, set up IT kit, try and get everyone out of the room
when they want to stop and chat etc, etc.

It's normal for me now to take all of five minutes to
set up a Zoom meeting and when it's over click "End
Meeting for All". Earn the same money in half the time.

Recruitment
Has the normal of training and recruitment changed

for ever too?
Many companies are now using virtual interviews

instead of live, in the person ones. Some don't even have
a live interviewer. You're asked a virtual question and you
are given a fixed short time period to do your piece to
camera in response. This could give some the edge.
However, the one with the real talent may not come
across too well.

Is our new normal here to stay? Yes,  well at least till
the next normal comes along.

Keep Smiling,
Pip



You can spend a few pounds to hundreds of pounds
on a variable neutral density filter (VND), so what’s the
trade off?

I’ve been using my Sony full-frame mirrorless camera
more and more for my moviemaking, loving the ability I
have to control the depth of field in each individual shot
by locking in an aperture value. I’ve been looking to find a
suitable, effective, and not-too-expensive way of
controlling the amount of light that reaches the sensor so
that in bright light I can still use wide apertures yet keep
the shutter speed at 1/50�� sec.

I’ve stacked different density NDs and done lots of
tests indoors and out in an effort to check for flare and
colour shifts.  I’ve used linear and circular polarisers, and
my conclusions are that for image quality reasons it’s best
to add as few screw-in filters as possible.  Each individual
filter has two dust-collecting and flare-inducing surfaces,
and stacking them reduces the lens hood’s effectiveness,
increases flare and can cause image vignetting when using
wide-angles.

Circular and Linear Polarisers
Circular polarisers were

introduced alongside linear
polarisers because it was
found that they worked
more effectively with
modern auto-focus and
exposure mechanisms. But
when stacked one on top of
another they don’t vary the
light transmission in the
same was as linear polarisers
do, and in fact my Tiffen +
Hoya circular polariser
combination causes distinct
colour shifts as they’re
rotated one against the
other.  My Hoya + Hoya
linear polarisers on the other
hand do a grand job,
smoothly absorbing 1.3
stops right down to almost
complete blackout. The
same effect can be obtained

if you combine a circular and a linear polariser.
Using two conventional polarising filters stacked one

on another works OK, but it sure is a clumpy and lumpy
solution.  So a look around Amazon and Ebay pointed me
in the direction of the Zoomei slim vario ND filter you see

here.  I chose the 67mm
size because it fits the filter
thread of two of my
favourite lenses, the Zeiss
Batis 85 mm f/1.8 and the
Samyang 50 mm f/1.4, and
it can easily be adapted to
fit other filter thread sizes
using step-up or step-down
rings.

The filter cost me all of
£13.25 so I wasn’t
expecting anything fancy,
but I’ve been pleasantly

surprised.  It comes in a nice box, is beautifully made with
sharp circumferential knurling, has clear markings and
crucially, it is perfectly neutral, not altering the colours in
any perceivable way regardless of the ND setting you
select.

On test
Using a VND is a great way to control the light that

reaches your sensor, whether you’re shooting stills or
movies.  For stills, fit one of these to your lens, tripod your
camera, and with long shutter speeds now at your
disposal you can blur the incoming waves, smooth the
waterfall, soften the sky, stylise the fairground rides, add
motion blur to almost anything.  For movies, you can
precisely choose the amount of differential focus in each
shot, pretty much regardless of the overall lighting of the
scene.

The big disappointment for me is that the Zomei filter
is uncoated, and as you know, the most important lens
element to be multi-coated is the front one. Mind you, at
this price I’m not surprised it’s uncoated, but you do need
to beware of non image-forming light spoiling your shot.
On top of this it’s almost impossible to fit the lens’s
supplied hood once this VND is in place, but then again a
lens hood effectively stops you getting to the filter’s
knurled edge - which somewhat nullifies its reason to be.

Conclusions
If you already have two linear polarisers screwed

together then this will give you very effective control over
the amount of light they absorb, and will allow you to use
any aperture from say f/1.4 to f/22 while keeping the ISO
and shutter speed fixed.  They can be quite expensive but
of course can be used with step-up or step-down rings to
fit other lenses, and can be used individually to cut out
reflections and add to the colour saturation of your
footage.  But my two stacked polarisors have a combined
thickness of 15 mm, whereas the slim Zomei filter is less
than half this, at 7 mm. I love it.

Tom Hardwick    FACI



BRISTOL FILM & VIDEO SOCIETY
SPRING COMPETITION 2021

We again had to hold the competition by Zoom on
Tuesday 16 March at 7.30pm which meant the whole
world could attend.

The audience voted by a poll for their favourite films
and the winner of "The Ten Minute Trophy" who will
receive "The Jack Baker Trophy" was "The Crippled
Cobbler" by Eileen and Tony Colburn.

Second place receiving "The Ivor Wiltshire Memorial
Trophy" was "Impossible Mission 2021" by Larry Hall.

The winner of "The Quickie Film" Competition
received "The Ivor Wiltshire Memorial Trophy" was "Rip
Van Wrinkly" by Jim Reed

with joint second place receiving "The Runner Up
Cup" was Larry Hall with "Vincent"

and "Two More Bottles"

We screened a great variety of films with
documentaries, drama, comedy and music so there was
something of interest for everyone.

The competition was a great success with a friendly
atmosphere and all films were winners!!

Sue Cockwell
BFVS Competition Secretary
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 I have reached 80 and I am not so mobile. So I
am selling up lots of my gear two items on eBay
may interest  readers.

Optex anamorphic
lens great bit of glass.
Anamorphic Lens OPTEX
eBay Link

Datavideo CKL200
fantastic Front Projection
Rig Datavideo CKL200
eBay Link

Kind regards
John Flanagan

http://www.bristolvideo.org.uk/
https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/324584841344
https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/224435695616


How time flies when you’re enjoying yourself. Not
only has TFMC reached the last quarter of the 2020/2021
season but we are all due to start meeting again face to
face for the next one.

2020 was a revelation for the Club as we were forced
to cease physical meetings and opted to meet virtually as
a group for the first time. It was a period of trial, error,
trepidation and ultimate success as members, at first
struggled, then mastered the foibles of video meetings.

Not only that, but the Club gained more members
during the year than many of the previous ones.

Given the success of the weekly virtual meetings and
the fairly long distances that members travel to attend in
person, it has been decided to meet physically in
Teignmouth once a month from September and continue
with virtual meetings in between.

The physical meetings will be great to allow pre-
lockdown and new members to meet up face to face.

The new style programme will allow any project
planning to be done virtually and film showing and other
practical sessions to resume in the club room. The main
drawback with film sharing during the virtual meetings
has been the variable quality at the viewers end.

Since the previous newsletter there has been a
continuation of very successful virtual presentations and
film challenges by both members and guests. This will
continue until the end of June and the programme is
posted on the Club website.

Currently meetings are held every Monday, start at
7pm and last about an hour or so. Topics range from basic
film making skills to advanced editing techniques as well
as encouraging the making and showing of members films.

Anyone is welcome to the virtual meetings, whatever
your expertise and wherever you live. A limited number of
‘visitor’ places are available which can be ‘booked’ via the
website contact details. Feel free to visit and if you find
that it isn’t for you, we shall not be offended if you leave
early.

Both the website and Facebook page are updated on
a weekly basis.

http://www.teignfilmmakersclub.org
or visit the Facebook page.
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Teign Film Makers Club

An update of events from our club.
March was a busy month for the club with our
involvement in three competitions two of these being
held on the fifteenth. Via Zoom on that day we held the
Open Animation and A Film To A Poem Or Music
Competitions.

Congratulations to Andy Merz and Sophie Hart, from
Colchester, whose film "The Questioning" claimed the the
award for best Animation. There were 13 entries.

Larry Hall's film "Vincent" won the second
competition for which we had five entries.

Many thanks to Chris Wheatley for all his input into
these competitions and organising Zoom.

Our Annual Inter Club Competition, the 54th, was
hosted via Zoom by the Bristol Film And Video Society.

"The Toilet Roll Song", from Tewkesbury YMCA Movie
Makers, was named Best Film by the judges.

Our film "Steam Dream" was third but our other entry
"The New Wheel" was voted Best Cinematography.

The host club's film "The Fallen" won Best Sound.

Four clubs entered the Competition and 12 films were
shown.

The Tewkesbury Club will be hosting the event next
year.

Our next club meeting is for the Documentary
Competition on April 19th.
June 7th is an Open Competition titled How to make/do
something.

May 10th is a revised date for the Wildlife Competition.
In closing I have to report the passing recently of our

long standing member John Sawyer, who died a few
months after his wife Val.

They were world travellers, literally from the Amazon
to the Antarctic ,not forgetting Asia, the Middle East
,Africa, Canada and North and South America. His films of
his travels were always very welcome  and collected many
well deserved trophies.

We do miss them.
John Greene
Gloucester Film Makers

Gloucester Film Makers
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Keep Smiling

Pip

http://www.teignfilmmakersclub.org
www.gloucesterfilmmakers.org.uk
http://www.teignfilmmakersclub.org
http://www.teignfilmmakersclub.org
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=teign%20film%20makers%20club&epa=SEARCH_BOX
www.gloucesterfilmmakers.org.uk


One of the books I became absorbed in as a child was
about ten years old and second hand. Written in the
1950's, it seemed out of date then, but there are lingering
memories of some of the things in it. It was about special
effects.

On one occasion the film-makers wanted to film a
sinking cruise liner. Obviously a model was needed. I read
how camera angle and speed were changed so that the
ship seemed life-sized and waves appeared huge and
lumbering. The problem was how to film people
swimming in the sea having jumped overboard. The
answer came in the form of a handful of locusts. Dropped
into the water on cue they looked most realistic on screen
and viewers saw panicking, drowning people. Soundtrack
screams completed the effect. Not the sort of thing
approved by Animal Rights nowadays, but that was then.

Ever seen one of those old black and white movies
where a romantic couple amble onto the back porch to
admire the twilight, crickets chirping their song of love in
the background? Apparently crickets do that when they're
calling for a mate. (Note : it's never worked for me.) How
do you tell a male cricket from a female one without
laboratory intervention? No need. Separate them all by
putting individuals into matchboxes. They'll soon start
chirping away. Oops Animal Rights again.

Those two examples show one of the assets
possessed by special effects technicians back then - lateral
thinking. A slightly later example, from the 1970s, is
shown in The Railway Children. The tunnel (Mytholmes
Tunnel on the Keighley and Worth Valley Railway) where
the children run as part of the paper chase was deemed
too short. How to make it longer? Hang a sheet of black
canvas over the far end into which was cut a tunnel-

shaped hole smaller than the actual.
On television, Gerry and Sylvia Anderson were

thrilling youngsters with Thunderbirds, et al, which put
everyday objects to use as space and futuristic machinery

in the most inventive of ways. They were well ahead of
their time.

On BBCs Top of the Pops in 1973, I saw how a small
curtain of coloured foil was passed horizontally across the
camera lens, fairly close to, to give the effect of the
camera moving round a large curtain. Saved moving the
bulky T.V. camera and heavy cables such as they had in
those days.

Alfred Hitchcock was a master of the thriller but made
extensive use of special effects. In the Birds, several of the
black crows gathering on the climbing frame outside the
school are painted wooden cut-outs.

Hitch used model train shots in umpteen films (eg The
Thirty Nine Steps, The Lady Vanishes, Strangers on a Train)
and made good use of back-projection. Later, Hitchcock
would confirm that the entire set of The Lady Vanishes
was 90 feet long. In North by Northwest, one of my
favourites, he made it look as though Eva Sainte-Marie
and Cary Grant were in peril hanging by their fingertips
over Mount Rushmore. Actually they were lying down, the
camera pointing to the tops of their heads. And Mount
Rushmore? Without permission to film there he had to
use a large-scale model.

Special effects tended to be used to tell the story,
rather than be credited in their own right. They were not
intended to be noticed.

Then came Star Wars and George Lucas's Industrial
Light and Magic and the new class of credit gained
prominence. Special effects were to be admired, to
impress, and soon after computers were put to good use.
Suddenly matte shots had to be done on a computer even
though it was still cheaper to use the skills of matte artists.

Many “effects films” followed. Superman with its
byline, “You'll Believe a Man can Fly”, and we did too.

Sequels to Star Wars, Harrison Ford in a 'Raiders'
trilogy, Spielberg's Close Encounters, all came to the fore.
James Bond films increased their explosive content.

Many of these effects filtered down to amateur movie
making. Some free, some paid for. Imagine, most of us
have green-screen technology available to us; and
software offers us umpteen variations for title and end
effects.

Just need to fill the bit in the middle, then.
Happy Filming,
Melvyn Dover.



To make a movie, “"Mank"”, about the making of one
of the great films of the Hollywood era and perhaps one
of the greatest films of all time, “Citizen Kane”, is certainly
a big challenge. Then to make “"Mank"” in black & white
(B&W) and release it on Netflix was another courageous
decision.

"Mank" was directed by David Fincher and is based on
a screenplay written by his father. The movie tells the
story of the writing of the screenplay for “Citizen Kane”
from the perspective of Herman J Mankiewicz, "Mank" to
his friends. He and Orson Welles received the Oscar for
the best screenplay in 1941.

The making of a major commercial release movie in
B&W today when all our large sized screen TVs are
capable of such glorious colours seems at best, poor
judgement, and at worst, idiotic. The movie was made in
B&W not only to achieve the look of a movie made in the
late 1930s, when CITIZEN KANE was made, but also for
artistic reasons. As the cinematographer, Erik
Messerschmidt, said of the B&W images, “There was a
tonal depth to the image, almost three dimensional, that
was absent in the colour version. The colour version, by
comparison felt quite dull actually. It lacked that kind of
glossy lustre that we felt we really wanted.”

The movie was shot on a RED Monstro 8K
Monochrome camera, for as Messerschmidt said,
shooting on film stock may give you, “lots of happy
accidents… and it can be spectacular. But for every
spectacular moment, there are 10 disappointing ones, in
my experience.” The other nod to current conventions
was the movie’s aspect ratio of 2.2 : 1. As Messerschmidt
said the movie was a homage not a mimic.

So why make B&W videos today?
Aside from being a homage to earlier cinema genres,

such as, Film Noir or Horror movies, there are a number of
genuine reasons why videos could be made, or partly
made, in B&W:
� The use of historic B&W images or footage means

it is a better fit to make the whole in B&W.
� To represent a world different to the current, real

world.
� To represent memories recalled.
� When making a period video, we associate the

olden days with B&W photographs and footage.
� To establish a biographical past for the main

character of a drama.
The artistic reasons for making a B&W video often

relate to the fact that when you remove colour from an
image the viewer focuses more on the content of the

story and the balance between light and shade in the
frame. This used to great effect in the Film Noir genre.

So today, we see B&W images or footage as either an
oddity or as a historic record. Whilst back in the 1930’s
and 1940’s, B&W  films were seen as natural as they were
the norm, and colour was seen as “unrealistic”. Hence in
“The Wizard of Oz” (1939), the real world of Kansas was
photographed in monochrome, whilst the world of Oz was
in the bright, glorious colours of the new Technicolor
process.

Another view is that using B&W images allows the
filmmaker to play with texture, lighting and especially sets
with great depths. Using wide-angle lenses
cinematographers from the Russian, Edward Tisse, in the
film “Old and New” (1929) to the American, Gregg Toland
in the film “Citizen Kane” (1941) achieved great depths of
focus within the frame, thus allowing various actions to be
clearly observed in these deep sets. As the scene contains
no distracting colours, the viewer could concentrate on
what was happening in the foreground and all the way to
the background.

Note: The term B&W is used for simplicity when a more
accurate definition would monochromatic

Ian Simpson

Herman Mankiewicz (centre) with Orson Welles
(left) discussing the screenplay of Citizen Kane



With the easing of lockdowns and a touch of optimism
in the air, we sit and wonder what to get up to next in the
way of filmmaking. History has always been a favourite
subject for some, nobody makes anything for children any
more.  I tried this recently, but all the grown-ups in our
club gave it short shrift, one member gave it a new slant
and with it the ideas came rolling in.  Sometimes, it only
takes a little prod to get your storyline started.  What are
clubs and societies for?  They prompt, enlighten,
encourage and the good ones actually give you a hand
with… everything.

Making things ready for the off, I went aloft (upstairs)
and walked into my "den".  Like all good editors, I have a
bed, a jam jar filled with Benzedrine from WWII (I don’t
think they work now) but they still have a psychosomatic
affect, and am surrounded by all my "toys".

I stopped short at a pile of boxes and carrying bags… I
opened a draw and it was filled with more boxes.  None of
these are empty.  The next thing I did proved fatal.  I
hadn’t handled many of them for a very long time and I
started to open the boxes; you should never do this!  It’s
a sort of Pandora’s thing.  You start fiddling with them,
then find you’ve forgotten how to do something, like the
position of a backlight button, which takes ten minutes to
find.  You end up putting the battery on charge and, whilst
it’s doing that, pick up another camera.  (Pssst … an hour’s
just slipped by.)  Do they work?  That’s it!  You’re done for!

The human mind is full of defects, one of them being
"association of thought".  Now with four cameras in my
presence, I wondered where the rest were.  I opened up a
wardrobe and found a sort of shopping-cart type trolley.
It held a shoulder mount digital tape camera, producing
1K pictures … rock steady pictures, I might add.  You can’t
shake 7 lbs with an elbow tucked in to your chest!  I went
into another room and another large bag at the bottom of
another wardrobe held another, later, shoulder mount
camera that did 2K and recorded to an SD Card.

Thinks: "I should get rid of them really because I don’t
use them."

Conscience: "NO!!  They might come in handy…
charge them up and give them an outing."

A pound to a penny I’m not alone in this.  I once asked
a dear friend at a club, in the past, "How many cameras
have you?"  He looked me straight in the eye and said,
"Thirty-two".

"Ye Gods … do they all work?"
"Yupp."
"Do you use them?"
"Nope." (The detectives amongst you will then ask:

"How did he know they would work?")
I wish they had such cameras when I was young.
Years ago, we had a sort of "Nostalgia Night" where

we used to bring to the club all our old cameras.  It was
quite shocking.  Huge tables were pushed together and, as
the members turned up, more tables were added until
about half the hall was covered in paraphernalia.  Why do
we do this?  Hoard.  I suppose it is because we can’t bear
to throw £1000 in the local tip, on principle.  No.  It is
something which is buried in the subconscious, akin to
wondering why there is life in the solar system… there
must be a reason… surely.

I live in a veritable "museum".
My VHS camera failed, so I managed to throw that

away.  That was purchased from a hire centre and
replaced my film camera, oh yes, I still have that.  It has a
lens that performed like the bottom of a bottle… and all
the other cameras functioned beautifully.  One had a tiny
screen, which I considered too small for practical
purposes… but I used to use this!

I have a CRT television set that produces a picture,
now considered a waste of time… how did we ever put up
with this rubbish?  You use a VCR and watch the rubbish
picture, then take the VCR to a modern 47” flat screened
T/V…. beautiful picture.

Within the next decade, we will see screens get
bigger.  They will fold up, like the old-fashioned silver
screens did.  They’re here already, but it would appear
that we have plateaued where screen size is concerned,
there being a price/practicality optimum.   Then you have
peer pressure, where youngsters are obliged to watch a
film on an iPhone, because everybody else does.  I like
watching films on a silver screen, because that seems
normal to me.  Apparently, we are programmed to
continue what we did when young.  I retired and
continued to design electronic circuits… it’s all I knew.
Making films became a necessity, a sort of break-away "or
else" threat.

Unsurprisingly, all my electronics colleagues, i.e. the
ones from my youth, did the same, designing for £50,
what you could buy for £30.  I didn’t "work" per se, when
I was employed, "I played", because I happened to be nuts
about electronics.

It was now midnight, and I’d been sitting, playing with
cameras for three hours… nothing done again… but oh,
the therapeutic value!

Here’s what reminiscing does:  If you throw your old
cameras away, you can’t edit your old tapes.  If you throw
your old editors away, you can’t get the stuff into an
editor.  If you throw your old DVD burning gear away, your
grandparents can’t watch the kids grow up… again and
again… and when the kids do grow up, some of them
won’t remember their grandparent.  So, preparing for this
event, they left a message… for your children… for when
they grew up.  They left something in a box, and it has a
story behind it, which they listen to and watch, first hand.

Now, if you tell me that you can throw that in the bin,
then you sure are different to me.  Come on Dear Reader,
somewhere, you have some old tapes and probably a
camera that plays them.  It is well worth while leaving a
message for your grandchildren and a gift with a story
behind it, who it belonged to before it was passed down
to you, where relatives lived, what they did for a living and
where they came from etc.  Everywhere my grandparents
lived has gone, replaced by blocks of flats.  All the
factories have gone, an old abbey has gone.  My great
grandfather’s name is on a bridge, which he helped to
design as an engineer.

We only live this once and it is our duty to make the
most of it and the best memory in the world is the
irrefutable video, which can now be uploaded and,
hopefully, be preserved forever on line.

You know, it is a crying shame that we were to lose the
VHS tape recorders. You see, the tape that they used will



last a hundred years with the right treatment, and the
conditions aren’t too stringent or exacting, just room
temperature with a moderate humidity, is all they need.
If you run them through once every five years or so, that’s
enough to keep them pretty fresh.

Acetate films etc., suffer what is known as "vinegar
syndrome" where, trapped in a tin, they produce acetate
fumes, which accelerate their deterioration.  They are
quite demanding, the humidity should be around 20% RH

to give them a long life.  They can grow mould and the like,
so it is a terrible battle to keep them pristine, in fact, it’s
damn nigh impossible in a domestic environment.

Do please, for the sake of posterity, have a look
around for those irreplaceable treasures, to show your
grandchildren and leave the internet link in a box marked
‘Secret Treasures’.  They will love it… and you, for giving
them what only you could give.

Hi Pip
I am John Whatley   a member of the Isle of Wight

Group.
The article by Stan Mason was quite frankly brilliant.

It has enlivened my screenwriting and enabled me to
make progress.

Thank you for running it!
However, they article mentions a grid system but

details of the grid was not in the article.
Naturally I have tried to imagine what it was and have

developed a grid of my own. What I need now is to get a
copy of the grid to see how well I have done.

Thank you very much for your help.
John Whatley

Hi John,
We have Richard Abram to thank for kindly allowing

this to be published.
I have re added the last two pages that, for some

strange reason, didn't get saved to the pdf.  They won't
add much to the article.

I have found a few images via a Google search but
have no idea if they are what Stan was referring to.

The Grid mentioned seems to be a mystery and we
cannot find a copy of it.

Can anyone shed any light on this?
Updated link to article:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17mDGt_GUXO-

u51ajeYpxThJ5ekmR8n4r/view?usp=sharing
Pip

Dear Pip,
I've been reading about Corporates and in particular

their auto updating of software and the demise of AVCHD,
leaving users frustrated. In 2017 I bought Pinnacle on a
disc and the first thing it did was update. It took 45 mins
to install. Not bad considering I had the disc. I might just
as well have downloaded it. It cost me £100, and in short,
went in the bin. That was when I discovered Videopad.

Videopad is an editor owned by NCH software. I've
just updated my 7.52 version to the latest, 10.26. It cost
around £46 to update and I have the 'masters edition'.

There is a forum about Videopad courtesy of the IAC
website. Many contributors want to know how they can
use the free version for ever, which is a bit like trying to
own a car by booking lots of test drives! The free, trial
version is limited to two tracks, video and audio, whereas
the paid for versions have unlimited tracks, depending on
the amount of computer memory you have and practical
processing power.

When you buy Videopad the licence allows you to use
one copy of it on one PC (which you can change). Updates
are free for the next six months, which takes in any
immediate maintenance releases. Once you've purchased
it, it's yours. It won't attempt to auto update; NCH won't
insist on updating. It's entirely optional. If the version you
own does what you want then you can use it for as long as
you like.

I'm not that familiar with AVCHD so hope I've got this
right: I downloaded a short sample from the net, in the
form of a MTS file. I clicked on it and Videopad started
running and the file loaded as a clip, picture and sound.
From there if I wanted I could place it on the timeline and
export it straight away to another format, using the editor
as a file converter, or edit it before exporting.

That might be a way of giving AVCHD file format a
longer lease of life.

More information can be found at:
https://www.nchsoftware.com/videopad/index.html
Hope that helps.
Best wishes, Melvyn Dover.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17mDGt_GUXO-u51ajeYpxThJ5ekmR8n4r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17mDGt_GUXO-u51ajeYpxThJ5ekmR8n4r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17mDGt_GUXO-u51ajeYpxThJ5ekmR8n4r/view?usp=sharing
https://www.nchsoftware.com/videopad/index.html


Regards the amateur world of film making. I now have
reached the age of being a old timer, and looking back at
my active time of making films and now digital media
“What A Wonderful Journey” it has been. Having learned
my craft since the days I went to the cinema and saw the
magic on the screen I wanted to learn how they did that.
I filled that ambition in the professional field and meet
many stars and some wonderful directors.

But my heart always lay in the amateur field. I
belonged to a few cine clubs and worked with some first
class people. But I was never happy to make the bog
standard film which did not need much work. For
example…The Tramp films made by clubs or comedy films
which were not funny. Also I ran into some verbal
disagreement with people in clubs.

In today's world the word cine film does not register
with the younger generation. But some of the digital skill
they have is amazing. Even I today can sit on my backside
and edit digital media on Final Cut Pro till I need to stand
up and leave the screen.

What is the future for us old timers?
Some will sell their cine and old camcorders and work

with iPhone built in video format, others like me still have
and use the equipment to do work for other people who
want their memories from the past capture on disk or
memory stick. I never have been so busy. At the moment
its V.H.S. tapes hitting my work load.

A load of people are now making good money from
this digital age. But in our time there was no money to be
made. Our goal was to win the TEN BEST.

Looking back I ask myself what sort of films have I
made? Roman, James Bond, Westerns and family films
which are now requested by family to see.

My take on cine film? I liked working with Fuji Single8.
VHS?? I hate that format. Camcorders? Very good from
tape to s.cards today.

Editing in the early days was fun to handle film. When
Apple computer bought out iMovie, what fun it was and
still is. Then they bought out Final Cut 3-4-5 then 7 which
really open the headache door for me to learn. Now it is
FCP X which is fun but can frustrate one at times. Would I
go back to the early days? NO. The doors are open today
to show your work on many platform like YouTube. The
only down side, so many youngster who go into the field
of media learning think the doors will open in that field of
employment.

Regards  Video-Clubs many have a strong following of
loyal members but how does one get new blood through
the doors? Have some public video show and be selected
what one shows. Public get bored very fast. Represent the
club at local trade shows. Regards making films Bristol
Video Club have the right format. They cover local history.

I have been doing local film shows with my Bauer
projector and good old fashion story films I made. I always
end with 1966 Pathe News.

I have enclose a photo of a Western we made for
EXPO 67 in Canada.

For sale. Winait film digitiser, for Standard-8 and
Super-8 film. This is the latest Mk 3 model, like new, 9
months old, comes with all the accessories in the original
box.

Ever wondered what's on all those reels of film of
yours?  Simply lace up your film and let the machine purr
away, and it'll make you an MP4 movie file on an SD card.

If you'd like more info I'm here to answer your
questions, and of course I can send more photos and
examples of what it can do.  £350 with free postage.

Call Tom Hardwick on 07890872534
tomrhardwick@gmail.com



I appreciate that few people like myself still use the
basic Casablanca Avio, but I hope the following will be of
general interest. I have mentioned before that a friend
gave me two VHS tapes, one taken by himself and the
other by someone else. I was asked if I could transfer each
tape onto separate DVD’s, one tape being two hours in
length and the other about three and a half hours. My
original intention was to edit each tape, but after running
them through it was obvious that task would be a huge
challenge. This was due to the hand held footage being all
over the place, with constant zooming in and out, hose
piping and general unsteadiness.

I then read Tom Hardwick’s article on video
converters and opted for the Ezcap as that one seemed to
be the better option. I then contacted my friend and
asked him if he would be happy just to have the raw
footage from his tape transferred onto a memory stick
and yes that would be fine. Meanwhile I still had to edit
the other tape and that’s where the problems started. I
remember getting the Avio in about 2000 along with my
first video camera, a Sony Hi-8 3100 an excellent purchase
that gave me years of reliable service.

In the main, I was able to download the footage onto
the Avio via composite and ‘S’ lead, but it wasn’t long
before the Avio would often exhibit an on screen message
saying that the signal was poor and refuse to record. I
then bought a Sony Hi-8 player in the hope that this would
resolve the problem, but it made no difference as the
message still appeared. Strangely, I had no problems
when I started using mini dv tapes with the same lead
connections!

Now back to the VHS tape. Before I play a cassette for
the first time, I fast forward it to its end and back in the
hope it will run better. I then began to record the film

onto the Avio, but took me the best part of a week as I
kept losing the picture and had to use the cleaning tape
several times to restore the images. Also that ‘poor signal’
message was appearing once again and while the footage
on my monitor looked okay, it kept freezing on the Avio
when viewing the clips.  It took me a couple more weeks
to edit out the worst bits, but I finally managed to
complete the task and put the finished version onto a
DVD, but I wasn’t happy that I had to cut out so many of
the freeze framing images.

By now I had received the Excap and successfully
managed download one of my DVD’s onto a memory stick
(MS). I then decided to put my friends unedited VHS tape
onto his MS, but found that there were no compatible
connections between the Ezcap and the VHS player that
only has Scart and Composite outputs. Pip Critten then
came to my rescue by putting me in touch Tom Hardwick
who advised me to buy a Tendak convertor.

Before making a purchase, I decided find out if I could
send the signal from the VHS player to the Avio through
the DVD player and yes, it not only worked, but the tape
ran without the picture breaking up at all and no error
messages. Also each recorded clip on the Avio ran
perfectly! Earlier I mentioned that I had successfully
copied one of my DVD’s on a MS. This was achieved by
using the DVD component outputs so I reasoned that my
DVD player was actually my convertor, but would it work?
Yes perfectly!

So the set up is VHS player Scart output to DVD player
‘in’ composite, DVD player component out to Ezcap. I
have reluctantly decided to re-edit the other two hour
tape that was on a DVD, so the new version will be  freeze
frame free.

I am now 81, and most of my film making days are
over, but, as I still have tons of old equipment in fine
working edition.

I now get great joy out of converting folks old formats
to digital, whether it be 8mm or Super 8 movie film, or any
of the various tape formats, I can covert them to DVD, USB
stick, or hard drive.

For the conversion of 8mm and Super 8 movie films, I
currently use the Wolverine Pro scanner. This scans the
film one frame at a time, so a 3", 50 reel of film takes 30
minutes to scan. The resultant scan is MP4, 1080P quality,
and the image is of much higher quality then previous
transfer methods.

Here is a sample.…

https://youtu.be/oHDx2sjLNwo
Leonard Vine

https://youtu.be/oHDx2sjLNwo
https://youtu.be/oHDx2sjLNwo


We are very lucky to be filmmakers in the 21�� century.
Growing up in the 2000s, I was able to have access to a
digital camera and free editing software practically since I
emerged from the womb, so getting into filmmaking has
become more accessible than ever before.

Some people like making holiday videos as a way to
preserve their memory of the trip. Others like making
video blogs showing their daily life, reviewing products,
cooking, video gaming, and basically anything else you can
think of. Even at school, we’re encouraged to make videos
for English or History projects. Filmmaking is no longer an
exclusive hobby where you have to own a pricey Super 8
camera, but people are now able to instantly film things
from their phones and edit it on a free app.

Since YouTube’s founding in 2005, filmmakers and
video creators of any level of experience have the option
to share their work online. Even though Vimeo is the
preferred platform for most professional filmmakers,
YouTube videos are able to reach a much wider audience.
However, due to the constantly increasing amount of
content creators, gaining views on your own videos has
become overwhelmingly difficult.

As of January 2021, roughly 720,000 hours of video is
uploaded to YouTube daily and there are over 50 million
active content creators, so it’s extremely easy to get lost
amongst the crowd.

After reading Gordon Young’s article on “pulling in an
audience” from the previous edition of SoCo News (as
well as being a filmmaker on YouTube myself), I’ve been
wondering how certain videos manage to get so popular

and whether there is a secret formula we should be trying
to follow. Not long ago, I listened to a podcast called ‘Tip
of the Tongue’ which covered an episode on “how to get
Internet famous” and here are the main ideas it discussed:
� No matter how good your work is, gaining a

followship online is mainly based upon luck.
� Do something because you love it, not because you

think it will make you popular.
� If you don’t upload content regularly, it’s difficult to

get discovered due to YouTube’s algorithms.
� It helps if your videos follow a similar style so that

people can recognise your ‘brand identity’.
� Promote your work on social media and share it

with family and friends.
Something else the

podcast focused on was
the fact that ‘fan work’
will attract the most
attention if you’re
starting out on YouTube.

What I mean by this is
revolving your video
around a popular show,
film, song, or video game.
For example, the most
popular video I’ve ever
made was a piano cover
of songs from modern
cartoon shows, and I
included the logos of
these cartoons in the
video’s thumbnail. It
gained over 20,000 views
– which isn’t that impressive in retrospect, but it was
certainly more than my average view count at the time.

I solely gained these views because people recognised
the cartoon shows, so therefore, had a reason to click on
the video. If people searched for “piano covers of cartoon
songs”, my video happened to appear in the search
results. Using keywords in your video title and description
will help with this. (If you’re currently looking for this
video, I’ve since deleted it because the quality was very
questionable. My deepest apologies).

On the other hand, a video I made about a trip to
Dartmoor only gained 30 views (mostly from family and
friends). This is because audiences aren’t interested in
watching a video about some random stranger’s day out,
and it’s unlikely that people will find it in the first place
because no one is aware of my online presence.

My first stop motion created at age 8

A news show we made for History in year 8



I know this seems very unfortunate, but that is the
harsh reality. (I’ve also deleted this video because I’ve
come to realise how uninteresting it actually was).

 This is why it’s so difficult for original content like
short films to get discovered. Yes, there are circumstances
when original videos from small creators become viral,
but this is very rare and almost impossible to control.

Creating ‘fan works’ might seem disingenuous, but it’s
one of the only ways to get your name out there. Only
once you gain a following, your original work will also get
noticed.

I’m currently planning to film a cover of the song
“What’s New Scooby-Doo” with some friends, so
audiences will be able to recognise the Scooby-Doo
property, but I can still add my own creative spin by
filming the music video. If you can’t find ways to legally or
creatively incorporate other well-known properties into
your video, don’t force yourself into making it solely
because you think it will be more popular. To quote the
‘Tip of the Tongue’ podcast, “there will always be an
audience interested in the types of videos you want to
make, you just have to be able to find them”.

As a teenager who spends a lot of time online, I’ve
noticed that popular creators on YouTube rely on catchy
thumbnails and titles in order for strangers to click on
their videos. Dramatic, exaggerated, and often misleading
thumbnails/titles create intrigue and tend to be more
clickable. This is also known as ‘clickbait’ and makes it very
competitive to try and get strangers to click on your own
videos.

I wouldn’t necessarily recommend copying this exact
formula of exaggerated content, but I would recommend
putting effort into your own video thumbnails and titles to
make them more eye-catching. Of course, it does help if
the actual video itself is of good quality, but you need to
express this in the thumbnail as well because this is the

first thing that people will see (and determine whether
they want to click on it).

You can also improve your ‘brand identity’ by having
a decent-looking profile picture and channel banner, as
well as including a short description about yourself and
the type of videos you make. If you have any social media,
include this in the ‘about’ section too. For my video
descriptions, I always include a plot summary, any song or
acting credits, and my social media links in case people are
interested.

Also, consider creating a trailer to use on your channel
homepage that advertises the type of things you make. In
my case, this is a short 2-minute showreel of clips from my
best videos. This will help draw the specific audience that
might be interested in your work and will also make you
appear more professional.

Here are a few filmmakers I’m subscribed to that have
a good YouTube presence (but keep in mind that they are
professionals):

youtube.com/c/koldstudios
youtube.com/bertie
youtube.com/user/guldies
The ever-expanding online world can seem like a very

daunting place sometimes. Growing up with social media
and YouTube, I know how easy it is to define your self-
worth by how many views or likes you get. It can be
disheartening working hard on a film that barely gains 30
views, so a way I’ve coped with it is by trying not to pay
attention to any of that. Whenever I feel discouraged by
the fact that other creators are more talented than me, I
try to focus on improving my own work instead.
Comparing yourself to others is very unhealthy because
you’re in the mindset that you want to be better than
other people, and that is a narcissistic way to think.

The recent Pixar film ‘Soul’ (which is incredible by the
way) revolves around the idea that our worth is not
defined by our achievements. If a filmmaker never
receives any recognition or awards, it doesn’t mean
they’re not successful. Similarly, not having a lot of views
on a video doesn’t mean you’re a bad filmmaker. Sure,
recognition does feel nice, but popularity should never be
your goal because it will only give you temporary
happiness. Knowing that family and friends get to view my
films can sometimes be satisfactory enough. If making
videos and releasing them online brings you joy, then
carry on doing it no matter how many views you get.
Being happy with what you’re doing right now is the
definition of success.

Suzie Topolska

YouTube channel ‘MrBeast’ with 60 million subscribers

My channel banner,
profile picture, and trailer

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_tXKhJlqZrgr_qdhEKmrDQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZp5j0LWQCT5cO_vhkrW6kA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHjVCR-fV_X789MsE7GRFqQ


Now socially distanced, but electronically and
creatively conn�ected, who would have thought in 1967,
that a film competition, first held in the basement of a
Church in Belgrave road Gloucester, would have been
watching the 54�� Gloucester Inter Club Competition in
2021 using computer equipment in their own homes?

Congratulations to BFVS on being this year’s excellent
and welcoming online hosts.

I was fortunate in having been at that 1967 event, and
involved in a very small way with that first winning film.

I recently obtained a fairly poor “camera to projected
screen” copy of that film. It had an even more frail
soundtrack, with plenty of hum and the 16fps original
audio had been played at 18fps. Speeded up that much, it
made the narrator, Bill Brunt, sound very odd.

“Cotswold Milk Made” is now available for all to see
on Youtube.  Several former members of the original
Cotswold Cine Club, have been very pleased to see this
film resurface.

In 1971, working with two other club cameramen and
the journalistic skills of Clifford Smith OBE for the
commentary, we had completed “Lighter Load for
Primrose” in Standard 8, and it won the Inter Club
competition the following year. The judges were “The

Golden Unicorn Film Unit” of Bristol Cine Society, two of
whom were on stage for the awards.

As the photos show, the award plaque was the
original “mantelpiece” size, with the massive bronze
replacement trophy appearing the following year.

 Congratulations to each of the individual award
winners this year, and I am sure that Tewkesbury YMCA
Video Makers will smile at the weight of that award.

Different ways to make better use of your tripod
When filming with a drone, I sometimes think of it as

filming with a very steady tripod or slider, and the
similarities go beyond that.

When you encourage a new film maker to use a tripod
“for better results”, they can feel constrained by the
tripod, and immediately want to film sweeping pans,
testing their fluid head or friction device to the limit. They
possibly feel constrained by the tripod.

Exactly the same seems to happen with those
beginning to film using a drone. A few seconds after a first
scary take-off and the novice pilot wants to “look around”,
just as you might do with a new pair of binoculars, looking
to the left and right for barely a few seconds until you find
an interesting subject. But just because he has managed
to capture some aerial footage, does not mean anyone
else wants to watch poorly shot film.

Dragging around an awkward chunk of metal attached
to your camera can be an encumbrance rather than a
useful photographic tool. Irrespective of its price or
engineering and technical excellence, a tripod sometimes
becomes the equipment left at home or in the car boot,
only “wheeled out” at Club filming events, and often
outlives several changes of camera.

I found a Youtube video produced by a professional
still photographer, showing how his training course guides
you into using a tripod. The photo subject was a stone on
a beach near a small pool of water in the sand. His first
guidance was to not even fix the camera on a tripod, but
to work out all the camera positions and angles for various
compositions. I see the relevance and strength of this, but
whereas he was attempting to capture the single perfectly
composed image.

I would be attempting to capture several different
shots in a fairly short period of time. The light and
weather would be changing, and there may well be an
evolving story or process happening with the subject,
which you have no choice but to start filming straight
away. Having a plan in mind how to film a machine, a
process, a procession or a landscape, is something you
can be working on and thinking about before you get to
the filming location.

In the days of Cine film, I always intended to make a
film or films encompassing the four seasons, but never
managed it.  By a miracle, even with the restrictions of
lockdowns and shielding, I have managed four seasonal
style films in the last twelve months.

When filming additional scenes for the “Winter” film,
I made certain the camera already had the “quick release”
plate fitted. In driving rain, I had the tripod attached
within seconds of opening the car boot, and mused to

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBd27Xto0OE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBd27Xto0OE


myself that the tripod was just a handy tool, which I would
stand in mud or wet concrete if needed to get the right
shot. Half an hour later, some very gloopy mud had
removed, forever, one of the rubber ferrules from one of
the tripod legs.

When trying to film a worksite or event, I usually also
arm myself with a very low-price small tripod for
supporting a remotely controlled action camera, plus a
“bendy” tripod with magnetic points on the legs for
attaching to metalwork or railings.

With my main camera
tripod, I use those brief
moments when fitting the
camera and walking to the
filming location from the car,
to be planning and assessing
how I can get the footage I
need. It can mean that I have
to start filming immediately,
and that just letting the
weight of the tripod legs

hang down like a bulky monopod will guarantee some
stability and a level shot. Sometimes under pressure to
get an opening shot, I have started recording before
reviewing whether I had set a level horizon and whether
all the locking devices on the tripod were firm.

If there is tall “Heras” security fencing, with the tripod
legs fully extended and camera view screen twisted at 45°,
I switch to “record” and put the camera head over the top
of the fencing. I repeat that with different focal length
settings, and also attempt “pan up” and “pan down” by
moving towards or away from the fencing, with the
camera head doing a gentle “see-saw” on the top of the
fence. I generally leave the optical stabilization switched
on, but some cameras need to have this set to “off” when
using a tripod, to avoid ground vibrations being
transmitted through the tripod legs.

A low wall or fence at the edge of a narrow bridge
walkway presents another problem, forcing your tripod
mounted camera position away from that edge. I
generally make sure that I have placed two of the tripod
legs against the base of the wall, and sometimes “tipped”
the tripod forward, and used it as a “bipod”.

To gain additional camera height, the central rising
column is a last resort. I have found that I could use it as a
vertical ”slider” for a wide angle action cam. close to
plants growing out of bricks in a railway viaduct. The
tripod base was firm, I wound the geared column slowly,
and I slowed the footage down in the edit.

To gain an extreme low level view point, I sometimes
place the whole tripod on the ground, with its legs
together, and the camera head tipped fully back.

New CAA regulations for Drones
The new CAA regulations for drones (UAVs), which

came into effect on 31�� December 2020, made me decide
to use a smaller and under 250gram drone, rather than
pay for an online training course and subsequent exam.

Apart from the online annual £9 Operator ID fee, (the
Operator ID number still has to be displayed on the top of
your drone/s), you do not even have to pass the free
online Flyer ID test. By restricting the proximity of usage
or requiring qualifications to fly Drones of 250 grams and

over, the safety issues are based on the mass of the UAV
and therefore the damaging force it could exert in a
collision with buildings, vehicles and people.

For my first flight with the new drone, I filmed in 2.7K,
having been told that is possibly the “sweet spot”
between 1080p and 4K. I also took several 12mp stills as
simultaneous Jpeg and Raw (DNG). Whilst there is no
colour profile you can adopt prior to pressing “record”, I
initially used “auto” exposure but dropped the EV setting
by one third of a stop to -0.3, allowing me to put more
detail back into highlights if required. I activated the Zebra
hatching to alert me to potential exposure issues, and
attached a Freewell ND16 filter to guarantee a fair
amount of motion blur. With this drone, I found that the
RAW files gave better images than the HDR combined in
camera images of my previous drone. Basic image
software was better able to adjust for a barely noticeable
amount of camera vignetting. After taking a few stills with
it, I would have bought it for this capability alone.

The 2.7k video posed no problems for my graphics
card, rarely activating its separate cooling fan, and the
large bit depth in video allowed for tweaking contrast and
fractionally increasing Red using Colour Curves.

I had no interest in any form of digital zoom before the
first flight, but since I intended to produce a 1080p film at
the end of the process, tried the instant and variable
zoom when in flight, and experimented with cropping the
frame on the timeline to add more interest to one shot.

The Roman poet Horace stated:

“The art lies in concealing the art”.

Think of any aspect of film making, from the camera
work to final edit and soundtrack, and this maxim is still
relevant.

Robert Paget



OSKAR HOMOLKA: 1898 Vienna - 1978 Tunbridge
Wells, was an Austrian actor. Later he changed the
spelling of his name to Oscar. His career commenced in
1926 and ceased in 1976. He was always in great demand
due to his so called “thick” European accent together with
his roughish looking visage! This overall appearance fitted
him for and was always in demand for roles such as
Commie Agents , Officials, Army Officers et al.

 His career commenced in Germany and brought him
to the UK and  inevitably America.  Due to his genetic
appearance, most people assumed that he was Slovak or
Czech or even Russian!  Vienna his place of birth was, at
that time, a major part of the long past Austrian –
Hungarian Empire. It was there that he actually
commenced his acting career this bringing him inevitably
to Hollywood.

Many of his ilk were Jewish – he wasn’t.  With the rise
of Adolf Hitler and his National Socialist Party, (NAZI
Party), they all departed  speedily for pastures new mostly
to America.

Although he was mostly
type cast in naughty,
unethical, villainous roles
such as Russian Officials etc.
he earned an Oscar
Nomination for his
performance as Uncle Chris
in “I Remember Mama”,
1948.

He was married four
times. Two of his wives died
the other marriages ended
in, as not unusually divorces.

All actors tend to have or employ some sort of “Trade
Mark”. In Homolka’s case his appearance and voice were
ready made for him.

He served in the Austro – Hungarian Army through
WW1. Thereafter he commenced his acting career at the

Academy of Music and Performing Arts from 1915 to
1917. His debut followed Komōdienhaus in Vienna.

Success brought him  into the prestigious German
theatricals in Munich. There he played “Mortimer” in “The
Life of Edward II” (Brecht) 1924. From 1925 in Berlin he
worked for Max Reinhardt.

He was awarded the “Filmband in Gold” of the
Deutscher Filmpreis in 1967 for his outstanding work in
the German Cinema.

As Hitler and his crew took power in Germany
Homolka moved to the U.K. where he appeared in
“Rhodes of Africa” (1936), “Everything is Thunder” (1936).
A Stage Play involving Homolka was Eugene O’Neill’s “The
Emperor Jones”  1924. Television: he appeared in a
number of episodes of “Alfred Hitchcock Presents” (1955,
1957, 1960).  He made his home here in England from
1966. Further appearances were with Ingrid Bergman ,
“Rage in Heaven” (1941) Marilyn Monro in “The Seven
Year Itch” (1955),  with Ronald Reagan in “Prisoner of
War”  (1954), with Katherine Hepburn in “The Mad
Woman of Chailot” (1969).

He also apparently made thirty silent films in Germany
together with the first “talking picture” made there
although what that was entitled I haven’t a clue!

Oscar Homolka went to Paris in 1933 then on to
London where he was able to resume his career. He
quickly moved to America where his career soon took off
in film and on stage usually playing as a character actor in
parts involving nasty Europeans which lent themselves to
his thick European accent and thicker eyebrows!

In 1935 he officially emigrated  back here to the U.K.
and insisted that his first name had the letter C replacing
the K !

In 1951 he did return to Austria to perform as the
village Judge Adam in Kleist’s play, “The Broken Jug” for
the Salzburg Festival. This was eventually shown at the
Vienna Burgtheatre.

He came back to England in the mid 1960s’ to appear
as the Russian KGB character Colonel Stock in “Funeral in
Berlin” (1966), also “Billion Dollar Brain” (1967), with
Michael Cain. His final film was “The Tamarind Seed”
(1974).

He also appeared as Adolf Verloc in two adaptations
of the  novel "The Secret Agent" by  Joseph Conrad:
Sabotage (1936), in which the character was named Karl
Anton Verloc, and Startime: The Secret Agent (1959).

Lee Prescott FACI



Animal Pals!
http://assets.evie.com/asset/cc1afc44ee3cdaac9ae2f

354f834dd30d7aa343e/video_inline_h540

Hoofers galore
Name these movie trotters tuned to “I’m so excited”.

You have to be quick!
https://1funny.com/movie-stars-dancing-to-im-so-

excited/

WWW.

Andy Merz has kindly agreed to include his film The
Questioning Room which was in a recent competition.
It's a clever computer animation that must have
required a huge amount of work.

https://vimeo.com/504538142

An amazing artist
creates an optical illusion.

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=O7JeCP2XsUw

If you use Zoom you might find this Tips and Tricks
useful.

https://youtu.be/dJqWZcnpaHo

Savage advert yet very clever.
https://www.facebook.com/100003139496687/post

s/3837908392990439/
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The SoCo News Archive an be found

at either:
http://www.theiac.org.uk/iac/regions/soco/soco.htm

Pip’s SoCo News Archive

Please note: Articles and opinions published in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the Editor,
SoCo Committee or the IAC. The Institute of Amateur Cinematographers is a Company Limited by

Guarantee, incorporated in 1932, registered in England No. 00269085

The SoCo Website can be found here: http://iacsoco.webs.com/

Chairman:  Pip Critten
Email: pipcritten@googlemail.com

Vice Chairman: Vacant
Email:

Secretary: Vacant
Email:

Treasurer: Brian Hibbit
Email: brian@brianhibbitt.com

Competition Officer: Susan Cockwell
Email: susan_cockwell@hotmail.com

Webmaster: Vacant
Email:

SoCo News Editor: Pip Critten
Email: pipcritten@googlemail.com

Council Members
Ivan Andrews – Teignmouth
John Simpson – Weymouth
Lee Prescott – Stonehouse

Copy Deadline for July  - August 2021 Issue

To reach Editor by 15th June 2021

MS CATHERINE FORDHAM, Bristol

MR A.C.A. COLVILE, Wokingham
MR STUART MORRIS, Portland

To have your event featured in SoCo News drop an email to
pipcritten@googlemail.com

For a full list of national and international events
Click Here
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